Low Jitter, Low Emission Timing Solutions For High Speed Digital Systems
A Design Methodology
In high speed applications, the faster the signal moves through the transition region, the less jitter will be produced.

Designing clock generation and distribution systems for today's high speed digital electronic devices poses numerous challenges to the design community. At higher speeds, transmission lines and their components behave differently than they do at lower speeds, generating such signal integrity problems as jitter, noise, reflections, and crosstalk if not properly specified and configured. Therefore, when designers approach a project that will have a high speed digital application, they must factor in a variety of signal integrity provisions that are not necessary in lower speed applications.

Key challenges of planning a high speed digital project include:

- **Minimizing timing jitter.** It is critical for high speed, high frequency electronics to have low timing jitter. Poor jitter characteristics not only affect data error, but also could cause failures in phase lock loops using this source as a reference.

- **Reducing emissions.** In high speed applications, the likelihood of generating electromagnetic interference (EMI) increases dramatically. FCC regulations regarding EMI noise reduction are becoming more stringent with faster digital speeds. Designers need to address such characteristics as transmission lines, differential signals, signal amplitude, and harmonic content in order to maximize the energy that will be delivered to the load, thus reducing the amount of energy emissions.

- **Ensuring stability.** In general, the higher the specified operating frequency of the electronic system you are designing for, the more critical the clock stability is. Unstable clock performance can cause an increased bit error rate, erroneous data, or missed data in digital systems, whether they are local or wide area systems.

- **Transmission line impedance matching.** The impedance and length of the entire transmission line must be measured and matched with each termination. If impedance matching is overlooked, emissions, crosstalk, and reflections can occur.

- **Power supply considerations.** The prime consideration here is to make sure that the clock is noise-free. Low power supply consumption requirements are also increasing with today's higher speed systems.

### Proper Selection of Clock Generation and Distribution Components

Proper selection of the following clock generation and distribution components is essential (see Fig. 2):

1. The crystal oscillator and its output logic
2. The clock driver, which in some cases will contain enable functions
3. Translators to CMOS at 5V or 3V supply
4. The transmission line (twisted pair, coax, PCB traces)

This white paper is intended to help you make informed decisions about these clock generation and distribution components as you approach your next high speed digital system design.
Clock Generation and Distribution Component Considerations

1 Crystal Oscillator and Logic Selection
Selecting the appropriate crystal oscillator is of the utmost importance in a high speed application, since it will provide the clock reference for the entire clock distribution system.

Stringent crystal oscillator applications typically require a frequency stability of ±20 ppm, fast rise and fall times of less than 600 picoseconds, low characteristic jitter, and a Positive Emitter Coupled Logic (PECL) differential output. The frequency stability will provide a reliable system reference, while fast rise and fall times of the waveform will result in low system jitter. (Although saturating the transition with fast rise and fall times can introduce unwanted noise, this noise will be cancelled out by the use of differential signals.)

Logic Selection: PECL Advantages
Using a PECL logic output provides critical advantages over CMOS logic output technology in high speed applications. Unlike CMOS technology, PECL technology features a differential output, which is essential for reducing emissions. Yet, like CMOS, PECL obtains its operating power from a positive power supply (rather than the negative power supply voltage that powers ECL logic technology), enabling the necessary compatibility with CMOS logic interfaces at the load points.

In addition, PECL technology allows voltage compensation for further rejection of noise on the positive voltage supply. All modern PECL devices contain on-chip bandgap regulators that provide voltage compensation for noise margins with variations in the supply voltage, as well as in junction and ambient temperatures. Because PECL circuits consist of supply-regulated current sources which are switched via steering logic to load resistors, the designer benefits in two ways:
1) the supply current remains unchanged with operating frequency
2) AC performance remains unchanged with voltage, temperature, and frequency

Residual sensitivities of less than 1mV/°C for levels, threshold and noise margins with respect to supply voltage may be achieved.

For junction temperatures, residual sensitivities of less than 0.1mV/°C are achieved for the same parameters.

Crystal Oscillator Quality
In addition to ensuring low jitter in the waveform, designers should be sure that jitter is minimized in the oscillator itself. This is achieved by selecting an oscillator containing a very high Q crystal. Further, the crystal should be tuned to the oscillator circuit for optimization by the oscillator manufacturer. Use of a PLL synthesizer in the oscillator design should be avoided, since jitter is created by the noise in the phase lock loop.

Other Oscillator Considerations
In PECL systems, all oscillator circuits should have the power supply well decoupled at the oscillator. PECL devices need to have this addressed aggressively, since PECL is referenced only to the most positive side of the power supply. Thus, for PECL the Vcc needs to be as noise-free as possible. Because oscillator characteristics do change with load impedance and load bias voltage, it is important to specify the actual load being used and communicate this to the oscillator vendor.

The chosen oscillator should have a tight symmetry of at least 45% minimum and 55% maximum, and should produce repeatable waveforms to ensure signal consistency. A ground plane should be used (see “Design Subtleties” section).

2 Clock Driver/Distribution Considerations
The clock driver should be a PECL differential device—with differential inputs to receive the oscillator signals, and differential outputs to distribute the signals on the PCB. If clock gating is desired, there should be an Enable pin, probably single ended.

Another aspect of clock driving should be structural symmetry of the device, which will reflect in better overall signal integrity.

Regeneration buffering may be required when trace length and/or attenuation demand it. It is important to structure regeneration such that received signals have settled out and are not still on their rising
The differential output provided by PECL technology rejects common mode noise in the transmission line, thereby minimizing emissions.

3 Translator Requirements
If CMOS is to be driven, PECL-to-CMOS conversions will be needed. A dedicated translator should be used for each application-specific point. It is important to locate each translator as close to the load point as possible in order to maintain good signal integrity.

4 Transmission Line Considerations
For any high speed and high frequency clock distribution system, properly configured and terminated transmission lines are a requirement. Following are some of the basic characteristics required for a good transmission line.

- The source, transmission line, and load impedances need to match as closely as possible to minimize losses in the transmission line.
- The transmission line should be free of discontinuities which can cause poor performance.
- The transmission line should not have stubs or branches which can result in poor performance.
- The load must be at the opposite end of the transmission line from the source.
- The source must be capable of driving the transmission line impedance.

Differential Schemes
A differential transmission scheme should be adopted which makes use of the differential nature of both the output of PECL drivers and the input of PECL receivers.

The differentially transmitted signals will have a very large common mode rejection range (to capacitively and inductively coupled noise signals) and will be insensitive to supply voltage and temperature variations. The resulting transmission system will be quite immune to external noise sources, and will therefore minimize emissions.

Termination and Layout
Proper terminations are necessary to maximize power transfer while preventing signal reflections (bouncebacks) and noise.

Termination methods cause an undue amount of confusion. The following tips can help avoid confusion and will help meet the requirements of complex digital systems.

1. Print the highest impedance level line that can be manufactured on the PCB with reasonable repeatability. Usually this will be 100 ohms, and it will reduce the power demand for termination, if compared to a 50 ohm scheme, by a factor of two.

2. If group delay is a concern, run the two traces on the top of the PCB, or within the PCB (propagation delay is a function of dielectric constant).

3. The width between each output trace should be five times the width of each trace, in order to minimize crosstalk. Route the traces directly to the various tap points—stubs should be avoided, since they generate noise. If the tap point is a translator to CMOS, place it as close as is practical to the CMOS logic to be driven.

4. Each termination should be built as a source-terminated input to the transmission line or the destination-termination should be structured as the Thevenin equivalent of the characteristic line impedance (50-100 ohms). Either method requires two resistors as a termination but eliminates the need for termination supply voltage (and its distribution plane).

5. At 3.3V, the termination may be a single 100 ohm resistor to ground, if 100 ohms lines are used.

Resistor Considerations
A distinction should be made between pull-down resistors, which simply provide a load current for the open emitter follower, and termination resistors.

For very short connections of low parasitic capacitance, 2 kohms to GND may be practical. If, however, a longer distance must be bridged by the interconnect, this interconnect will have to be terminated by its characteristic impedance in order to maximize power transfer and minimize reflections. The characteristic impedance of such interconnects generally lies between 40 and 120 ohms.

Given this range and the output drive capability of the emitter followers, the termination resistor can also serve the purpose of the pull-down resistor, but in several termination schemes, they are indeed kept as separate components.
The Benefits of PECL Technology

PECL differential logic output technology offers many advantages over more traditional logic systems, such as CMOS devices, in high speed systems.

Compared to CMOS, PECL offers the following benefits:

- Lower system jitter is produced by the lower slew rate of PECL. This technology has a smaller characteristic transition region compared to CMOS. PECL produces fast rise and fall times, which are important for accurate clocking. Since capacitively coupled noise currents are $I = C \frac{dV}{dt}$, CMOS (2V/ns) will produce six times the noise of PECL (0.34V/ns) if compared single ended. If PECL is used differentially, the advantage is even greater.

- PECL technology eliminates common mode noise (emissions) by offering differential inputs and outputs, not available in CMOS.

- Unlike CMOS, PECL further minimizes noise by using an emitter follower output stage which does not generate a large current spike when switching states. The power source and ground stay relatively noise free.

- PECL output devices deliver greater stability and reduced skew between outputs because they inherently have very little difference between $T_{PLH}$ and $T_{PHL}$ delays. (Clock driver signals need to be output simultaneously; delays produce skew and cause signal integrity problems).

- PECL technology is a better choice for driving transmission lines, due to its low impedance outputs (typically around 6 to 25 ohms) and high impedance inputs (typically 75 kohms). Its low impedance outputs are structured as open emitter followers, allowing for the maximum flexibility to terminate the interconnecting scheme (coax, twisted pair, PCB traces) appropriately to minimize reflections.

- PECL can drive 50 ohm transmission lines directly.

- PECL offers low power supply consumption at high frequencies (see Fig. 3). The power consumption stays constant with frequency. By contrast, CMOS power consumption starts low at low frequencies, but steadily rises as the frequency rises. CMOS power consumption is equal to PECL power consumption at 65 MHz, after which it continues to rise sharply.

![Fig. 3](image)

PECL technology offers lower power consumption at higher frequencies, compared to CMOS technology.
Design Subtleties

Besides clock generation and distribution component considerations, there are other design subtleties to consider.

Ground plane. The most important statement that may not be intuitively obvious to the PCB or system designer when moving up to higher frequencies is the absolute requirement for a ground plane.

The ground plane is an integral part of a transmission line and cannot be omitted. It serves as the only absolute for all levels, including threshold and noise margins (excluding the power supply). It is required for shielding between critical sub-circuits and to the outside world.

The term ground plane may well refer to an AC ground, such as that represented by the +5V supply bus. The +5V plane may be the only solid plane on the PCB. That is acceptable as long as there is one which can serve the purpose described.

Circulating currents are generated even if fully differential signals are used. The loops swept by these circulating (output) currents must be minimized and voltage drops due to such currents must be taken care of by decoupling capacitors; usually one 0.1µF per IC, placed in close proximity.

Balance and symmetry. Balance and symmetry should be maintained for the clocking net and other time-sensitive data nets. Differential lines must be of equal length, contain equal loads and have similar surroundings.

Emissions and crosstalk. Emissions and crosstalk can be attributed to two major causes: voltage and current transients.

Voltage transitions, which are not locally compensated by an equal transition in the reverse direction, will capacitively couple a noise current of the magnitude C x dV / dt.

Current transients, which are not locally compensated by an equal transition in the reverse direction, will inductively couple a noise voltage of the magnitude L x dI / dt.

Simultaneous switching of address buses, for instance, can generate sufficient crosstalk into ill designed clocking systems to cause runt clock pulses which are extremely difficult to analyze, locate and eliminate.

Conclusion

The latest generation of high speed digital systems demand better signal integrity. By using the techniques covered in this design methodology, designers will greatly reduce system jitter, emissions, noise generation, and crosstalk. The primary steps to success are to utilize a PECL differential output logic clock oscillator that provides fast signal transitions; a PECL differential clock driver; dedicated PECL-to-CMOS translators for each load point; and impedance matched and properly terminated transmission lines.

To support this methodology, it is helpful to choose component manufacturers who will work with you, and with one another, in the shared goal of providing a complete solution. The result will be faster time-to-market, better product quality, and improved ability to pass EMI testing requirements.
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